
 

 

 

PART I 

OPENING STATEMENT 

BY 

ANDREW JONATHAN CROSSLEY 

PRINCIPAL, ACS LAW SOLICITORS 

 

I have worked in private practice continuously for over 20 years; I have been a qualified 

solicitor for 19 years and a principal (as a partner or sole practitioner) for the past 15 years. 

I love my job and I do so above all because I can see real purpose and benefit in what I 

do, primarily for my clients who I serve, but also from the wider perspective of being part 

of a legal system with a collaborative duty to society as a whole, by serving the interests of 

justice.  

 

Throughout my time as a solicitor, I have always observed, implemented and promoted all 

of the core duties expected and required of a solicitor. This is a daily endeavour that I 

continually work towards and never lose focus of. 

 

With the advent of modern technology have come new and challenging issues for the 

legal profession to respond to and administer. Unchartered territory and unprecedented 

legal scenarios are not uncommon.  

 

Whatever the new challenge may be, as a solicitor, an unwavering loyalty to the core 

duties that govern the profession I am proud to be part of remain a constant and abiding 

set of principles that I always strive to achieve. In the emerging environments I now work, 

which were previously alien to all lawyers (and not just me), I forge a path on behalf of my 

clients that is built upon and supported by those core duties – laid down in the Code of 

Conduct – which I adhere to and actively promote, both personally and throughout my 

firm. 

 

The Core Duties 

 

In every aspect of the work I carry out, for every client I represent, the relevance and 

immediacy of the core duties are apparent and manifest in the work I do. In relation to 

how the Core Duties are applied and implemented in connection with File Sharing 

litigation work, I summarise as follows:- 



 

 

 

1.01 You must uphold the rule of law and the proper administration of justice. 

The pursuit of justice is at the heart of what I attempt to do for each and every client 

I have ever acted for. 

1.02 You must act with integrity. 

Integrity is and should always be synonymous with a solicitor and at no time have I 

failed my clients, my profession or the public in this regard. 

1.03 You must not allow your independence to be compromised. 

This has not arisen in this work and at no time has this been raised as an issue. 

1.04 You must act in the best interests of each client. 

This cornerstone principle is at the heart of the work I carry out and my clients 

recognise this. Not a single client has lodged any complaint regarding the work I 

have carried out for them; the complaints the SRA have received are from people 

who have received a letter from me and Which Limited. 

1.05 You must provide a good standard of service to your clients. 

I believe I do. My clients – including the copyright clients I represent – are satisfied 

with the service I provide. Again, the SRA investigation passes no comment as to 

the quality of service I provide to my clients. This is not in issue. 

1.06 You must not behave in a way that is likely to diminish the trust the public 

places in you or the legal profession. 

I firmly believe that I present myself, my firm and the profession as a whole in a 

manner that is entirely consistent with my role as a solicitor and the Core Duties that 

envelope the profession. I am quick to concede that I do not win any popularity 

contest with the people I write to, although many people, including especially 

copyright owners, are grateful for the work that I and my firm carries out. The 326 

complaints made (and I understand the number has risen since the date of the 

report) do not equate to a diminishment in the public’s trust. It equates to 326 (now 

more) people who are not happy to receive a letter identifying their internet 

connection as having been used for the purposes of an infringement of copyright. 

 

If you have a chair and 326 people say it is a table, it does not make that chair a 

table just because it is said by some to be so. Similarly, a complaint of the conduct 

of a solicitor by 326 people who were recipients of a letter with attachments does 



 

 

not, by reason of those complaints, render the conduct of the solicitor deficient or 

remiss in his obligations and duties either to those people, his clients or his 

profession. 

 

I respect and welcome the SRA investigation, as much as I respect and welcome the right 

of any individual (whether or not they happen to be a client) to lodge a complaint about 

the service or conduct of a solicitor. However, I reject the notion that anything other than 

fully compliant business processes have been adopted and invoked by my firm and I 

reject the value of people blindly submitting a complaint to the SRA simply because they 

“deny the claim” and have submitted their complaint as part of an orchestrated exercise 

by websites and forums urging people to do so. Many of the complainants have not even 

made any attempt to communicate with my firm! Analysis of the processes we carry out 

on behalf of our clients should be an objective approach, and not be determined by a 

subjective and biased organisation, such as Which Limited, that has made various 

pronouncements, critical or dismissive of my firm without backing up its bland accusations 

with any evidence or empirical data.  

Andrew J. Crossley 

Principal 

ACS Law Solicitors 

27th July 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PART II 

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

 

Introduction 

Copyright is a protection that has existed in legislation in the UK since 1709. It has been 

extended and developed as technologies have developed. Often the changes to 

copyright law are made after new technologies have overtaken the capabilities of 

existing legislation. However the role of a solicitor is to try to assist a client with an issue 

based upon prevailing legislation and the case law that develops around it. At ACS Law 

Solicitors we harness the available legislation, case law and rules of procedure to put into 

effect the process of identifying and pursuing instances of illegal file sharing, as instructed 

to do so by our clients.  

 

File sharing on peer-to-peer networks is a relatively new phenomenon, which has been in 

existence for the past 11 years and that has emerged with the advent of two things; the 

Internet and the digitisation of media, such as films, music and computer games software. 

Files of digital media can be transferred freely through the medium of file sharing. It is this 

activity that has caused incalculable loss to the film, music and computer software 

industries. Legislation is being passed worldwide on a regular basis in an attempt to 

combat illegal file sharing. At ACS Law Solicitors we seek to achieve two things for our 

clients: financial recompense, either by negotiated settlement or court action; and a 

prevention of file sharing, by the processes we implement including, where appropriate, 

issuing a claim seeking an injunction to prevent further instances of infringement of 

copyright. 

 

ACS Law Solicitors are at the forefront of the legal battle against file sharing in the UK. It is 

invariably an unpopular and unwelcome process to those to whom we write. However, 

everyone we write to has received a letter from us due to the evidence that has been 

presented identifying their internet connection as having been utilised in connection with 

the making available a work of one of our clients to others via a peer to peer network. In 

short, we have justification in writing to the people we write to and our communication 

with the people we write is carried out with the utmost care, courtesy and consideration. 

 

Andrew Jonathan Crossley and ACS Law Solicitors  

Andrew J. Crossley 

My date of birth is 7th September 1963. I have two children aged 12 and 16 and live with 



 

 

my partner, my youngest child’s mother. My partner has also been my PA for 15 years. I 

was educated at Wallington Grammar School for Boys, took a Law Degree at Manchester 

Metropolitan University and undertook my law finals at Guildford Law School. I was 

admitted as a solicitor in 1991 under Roll Number 150435.  

 

For the most part, my career has revolved around two law firms and working for myself. I 

trained under the late Paul Shrank, in the firm Shranks, from 1989 to 1991, based in Covent 

Garden and then latterly in Bloomsbury. I returned to Shranks in 1994, becoming a partner 

in that firm in 1995. I left to set up my own practice in 1997. From 1992 to 1994 I was 

employed by Merriman White, a firm I returned to in 2004 as partner and one-third owner. 

Merriman White was based in Guildford and London; in the 1990s I worked for the most 

part from Guildford and from 2004 I was based in King’s Bench Walk and then just off 

Chancery Lane. Working on my own account I ran Crossleys from 1997 to 2003 and have 

run ACS Law since February 2006. For just under a year I was partner and head of 

employment at Stevensdrake, a medium-sized practice in Crawley. I left when I acquired 

part ownership of Merriman White.  Also, a year in Crawley is enough for anyone! 

 

Throughout my career the key areas of law I have worked in are civil litigation, 

employment law and intellectual property and that remains the case to this day. I have 

been involved in some notable and reported cases including:- 

 

Spiro v Glencrown Properties Ltd. And Another [1991] Ch. 537 

 

Facts:  

A vendor (S), sought damages against a purchaser (G) and G’s guarantor for breach of 

contract for the purchase of land. S granted G an option to purchase and the agreement 

was signed by both parties. Despite giving written notice to exercise this option complying 

with S’s conditions, G did not complete.  G’s letter exercising the option was signed on 

behalf of G alone.  The main issue was whether the agreement was effective as a contract 

for the sale of land within section 2 of the Law of  Property (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 

1989 (i.e. all the formalities were complied with).  G argued that the option was an 

“irrevocable offer” which did not become a contract for the sale of land until he had given 

notice of his acceptance.   

 

Held: Hoffmann, J. 

The grant of the option was “the contract for the sale or other disposition of an interest in 

land” for s.2 purposes. Section 2 was designed to prevent such disputes. Only the grant of 



 

 

the option needed consent.  To exercise the option was a unilateral act, which did not 

require a counter-signature by a vendor.   

 

A J Crossley assisted Paul Shrank throughout this case. 

 

  ______________________________________________ 

 

 

R v Ealing DHA ex p. Fox [1993] 1 W.L.R. 373  

 

Facts:  

On review of an order restricting a patient’s discharge from a mental hospital, the Mental 

Health Review Tribunal, acting under section 73(2) and (7) of the Mental Health Act 1983 

directed a conditional discharge, but deferred the discharge until it had been satisfied 

about arrangements for the provision of aftercare services by the health authority into 

whose area the patient was to be released and on who the duty to provide such aftercare 

under section 117 of the Act fell.  In order to fulfil the condition, it was necessary for the 

health authority to appoint a responsible medical officer to provide psychiatric supervision 

for the patient in the community.  The doctors of the health authority on whom these 

responsibilities would lie were, owing in part to a deterioration of the patient’s condition 

which they perceived in the period leading up to the tribunal’s decision, opposed to the 

scheme by which it was proposed to effect the patient’s release and unwilling to undertake 

the necessary supervision.  Accordingly the health authority did not appoint a responsible 

medical officer and the patient remained in the mental hospital.   

 

On application by the patient for judicial review of the health authority’s refusal or failure to 

provide him with psychiatric supervision in the community: -  

 

Held: Otton J  

Granting the patient’s application for judicial review, that the authority had not discharged 

its statutory obligations by merely accepting its own doctor’s opinions.  It had a duty to 

make arrangements itself or with other health authorities. If it failed, it ought to refer the 

matter back to the Secretary of State,  (mere acceptance by the health authority of its 

doctors’ opinions was not of itself sufficient discharge of its obligation to proceed with 

reasonable expedition and diligence to give effect to the arrangements by the Mental 

Health Review Tribunal) 

 

A J Crossley was the solicitor with full conduct of this case. 

   _______________________________________ 



 

 

 

 

 

Feldaroll Foundry Plc v Hermes Leasing (London) Ltd [2004] EWCA Civ 747  

 

Facts:  

Hermes (“H”) a finance company, appealed against a decision that Feldaroll (“F”), a 

company, had hire purchased a Lamborghini Diablo as a consumer, with the result that H 

could not rely on exclusion clauses in the agreement and that the car was not of 

satisfactory quality. B, the driver of the car, complained of various defects soon after taking 

delivery of it and returned it to the dealer with the intention that the dealer would obtain a 

replacement.  B made the first payment due under the agreement in order to “roll over” the 

agreement to the replacement vehicle.  H argued that: 

 

�  F, being a company, was not capable of dealing as a consumer for the purposes of 

the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 (UCTA); 

�  the case of R&B Customs Brokers Co Ltd v United Dominions Trust Ltd [1988] 1 W.L.R. 

321 by which the judge below had held himself bound, was wrongly decided, 

distinguishable on its facts from the instant case and conflicted with the more recent 

authority of Stevenson v Rogers [1999] Q.B. 1028; and  

�  F had not rejected the car but had affirmed the contract by paying the first 

instalment 

  

Held: Kennedy L.J. ; Tuckey, L.J. ; Kay, L.J.  

The appeal was dismissed.  The decision in Stevenson v Rogers was not inconsistent with that 

in R&B.  The words “deals as a consumer” in UCTA, which conferred increased protection on 

consumer purchasers, was consistent with the wider meaning which the court gave to the 

words “seller in the course of a business” in the Sale of Goods Act 1979.  The fact that F was 

a public company and R&B involved a one-man private company was insufficient to 

distinguish the case on the facts; Stevenson v Rogers applied and R&B followed.  A 

declaration made by B in the agreement that the car was to be used for business purposes 

was also irrelevant, as it was not directed to the capacity in which F was dealing.  In relation 

to the contract, B had expressed dissatisfaction within days of delivery of the vehicle and 

had made it clear in writing that he rejected it, and was making a payment under the 

agreement purely so that it could be transferred to the replacement vehicle.  There was 

accordingly no basis on which F could be said to have accepted the vehicle or affirmed 

the contract. 

 

A J Crossley was the solicitor with full conduct of this case. 



 

 

 

 

 

Camtune v. Porsche AG (unreported) 

 

Represented Camtune in two unprecedented and important changes to Porsche UK. First, 

by reference to the European Competition Commission we were successful in securing the 

right of non-franchised dealers to receive and work with bespoke diagnostic software and 

equipment previously unavailable to non-franchised agents. Secondly, we secured the first 

recognition by Porsche UK of an Authorised Service Agent, by reference to EU legislation. 

 

A J Crossley was the solicitor with full conduct of this case. 

 
 

I continue to carry out work outside of File Sharing Litigation. I presently have a number of 

interesting and challenging cases. I have a case pending at the Employment Appeal Tribunal; a 

claim for £100,000.00 in the Mercantile Court; and I am running a case – that has yet to issue – 

relating to the sale of hotels and breach of fiduciary duty that has a value of £400,000,000.00. 

 

ACS Law Solicitors 

ACS Law Solicitors is registered with the SRA under number 513065. I, Andrew Jonathan 

Crossley, am the sole principal of the practice. ACS Law first commenced trading on 7th 

February 2006, with A J Crossley as sole principal. From August 2007, the firm became a 

partnership with Nicola Beale, a specialist in matrimonial work. Ms Beale ceased to be a 

partner on 18th May 2009 and I have operated the firm as sole principal since that date. 

 

I, trading as ACS Law Solicitors, currently employ 17 people. Fifteen months ago I 

employed one person. The sole reason for the significant increase in staff is to deal with 

and handle the file sharing litigation work. I was introduced to the file sharing litigation 

work through my former partner Nicola Beale. Nicola worked from time to time as a locum 

for Caroline Miller, a solicitor and wife of Brian Miller, ex-partner of Messrs Davenport Lyons 

(“DL”). Mr Miller was looking to find a suitable firm to take on the file sharing litigation that 

DL had been doing, but had – for its own reasons – decided to discontinue. Precisely why I 

was chosen is a question for DL, but I am aware that it was to do with my experience of 

intellectual property litigation, my prior experience in dealing with and responding to 

media interest in my work (as I had notably acted for a gentleman embroiled in the Dubai 

“Sex on the Beach” case in 2008, which resulted in my client’s three-month prison 

sentence being quashed). I also think a lot had to do with personalities and I and Mr Miller 



 

 

got on very well and worked hard to effect the smoothest possible transfer we could.  

 

In addition, I have been fortunate enough to have a unique insight to digital media, 

through other work and clients that I have. One such client I continue to act for is the 

acknowledged inventor of digitisation of music with patents taken out in 1982. Of 

particular interest is how this client came upon this transformative concept; it came about 

from a desire to develop a method of recording and delivery of music in a controlled 

environment that eliminated any risk of counterfeiting. My client’s brother was the 

manager of a highly successful singing artist in the 1970s. The recurring problem at that 

time was the significant amount of counterfeit copies produced of the records released. 

Often this amounted to as many copies as the original pressing. My client concluded that 

if there was a central database of digital music, downloaded on to personal playing 

machines, much like an iPod, then copyrights could be protected from infringement. This 

extraordinarily prescient idea came ten years before the advent of the internet and long 

before the concept of powerful home computers were a standard feature in the home. 

Ironically, therefore, the uncontrolled calamity that file sharing has become, was borne 

out of a desire to eradicate piracy. 

 

In preparation for the file sharing work I was to take on, I became familiar with the 

processes adopted by DL. Many of those processes have been extensively refined by me, 

in particular the manner in which we deal with the people who we write to. The team at 

DL was, I understand, quite small (just three). My team is now 17 strong and still growing. 

 

As soon as I new I was to take on the file sharing work I notified my insurer and paid 

additional premiums for this. I moved into larger offices and have since moved to yet 

larger offices, still housed at 20 Hanover Square. 

 

In taking on the File Sharing Litigation work, it was quickly apparent that the clients passed 

to me by DL would not be sufficient to provide a constant supply of data to work with. I set 

about securing additional clients, which I have been able to do. Our client base continues 

to grow. We no longer receive any new data from the clients introduced by DL, but work 

almost exclusively with newly acquired clients established from our own efforts. This is an 

ongoing process. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PART III 

RESPONSE TO LETTER FROM SRA DATED 28TH MAY 2010 

 

To respond to this letter I set out the letter below with my responses, where appropriate, in 

bold. 

“28 May 2010 

 

Dear Mr Crossley 

 

Report of Casework Investigations and Operations dated 6 May 2010 

 

A report has now been received from the Head of Casework Investigations and Operations, 

(CIAO Report) a copy of which is attached. 

 

Please let me have your explanation concerning the matters raised by paragraphs 2 to 310 

of the report within the next  28 days.   

 

When responding, please also comment on the following in particular: 

 

Please provide me with confirmation as at the date of your response of: 

 

1.1. the number of letters of claim sent out by your firm; 

 

1.2. how much money has been recovered from alleged infringers by your firm in 

relation to file sharing matters; 

 

1.3. how much of this money has been paid to each of the Clients as damages; 

 

1.4. how much money has now been paid to your firm in costs; 

 

1.5. the number of claims where alleged infringers have agreed to pay costs/damages, 

either in part payment or in full.  

 

ANSWER 

 

Q1 Questions 

Answers correct as 

at 30th June 2010 



 

 

1.1. 

The number of letters of claim sent out by 

your firm (correct to 7th July 2010). 20,323 

1.2. 

How much money has been recovered from 

alleged infringers by your firm in relation to 

file sharing matters. £936,570.72 

1.3. 

How much of this money has been paid to 

each of the Clients as damages.   

  Allan Eshuijs, Manuel Reuter & Yann Peifer  £29,718.96 

  Media C.A.T. £103,235.35 

  Digiprotect £171,282.08 

  Topware £10,880.48 

  Reality Pump £3,519.16 

  Techland £795.93 

1.4 

How much money has now been paid to your 

firm in costs. £341,078.92 

1.5 

The number of claims where alleged 

infringers have agreed to pay costs/damages 

either in part or in full.   

  Full 1547 

  Part 518 

 

 

Since the completion of the CIAO Report, I am aware of articles on the internet which 

indicate that your firm is sending questionnaires to individuals asking them various 

questions about their internet connection and how it is used. Please confirm at what 

stage this questionnaire is sent to individuals. Please also provide me with:- 

 

• a copy of the questionnaire; 

• a copy of the letter accompanying the questionnaire. 

 

ANSWER 

In relation to the Questionnaire my firm sends out, it has been raised by Which Limited, and 

in particular that company’s employed solicitor, Dr Deborah Prince, in terms that are 

misleading and disingenuous to what the document actually says and is intended to do. 

 

We have recently, though infrequently, sent out a request for the person we are writing to 

inviting them to complete a questionnaire. I attach that questionnaire, with the covering 

letter it is sent with at APPENDIX 1 to this reply.  

 



 

 

Which Limited published an article regarding the questionnaire, link:- 

 

 http://www.which.co.uk/news/2010/05/acs-law-uses-questionnaire-to-chase-

pirates-215346  

 

That article failed to mention a salient feature of the letter accompanying the report. If they 

had, it would have negated their allegations of “bullying” and “underhand” tactics, that I 

am wrongly accused of and that I vehemently deny in any event. 

 

Dr Prince has expressed consternation about this matter and criticised me personally for 

issuing questionnaires. What Dr Prince – to my mind, quite deliberately – omitted to mention 

in the published article referred to above and in covered in many other publications, in 

which she is quoted ad nauseum, is that the covering letter sent with the questionnaire has 

the following unequivocal statement:- 

 

        “You are under no obligation to answer any of these questions.” 

 

Nothing could be clearer than that. 

 

My particular concern is that the SRA are receiving and acting upon information received 

from Which Limited that is inaccurate, incomplete and misleading. Dr Prince would have 

you believe that I presume to be able to demand this information; I do not and in fact I 

expressly state at the outset, with the accompanying questionnaire that the recipient of my 

letter has “no obligation” to answer “any” part of the questionnaire. That is made clear in 

the covering letter. 

  

No inference would be or could be drawn from someone declining to answer the 

questionnaire. The Questionnaire is only sent to people who claim a third party “must” have 

carried out the infringement and even then it is only sent out sparingly. 

 

Please confirm whether your firm has taken on any further clients in relation to Peer to 

Peer (P2P) file sharing and breach of copyright matters since the date of the CIAO 

Report. If so, please provide copies of the relevant retainer letters.  

 

ANSWER 

We have been in negotiations with a games software company, Connect2media Limited, 

based in Manchester. They have expressed an interest for us to act for them. At this stage 

we have received a shortlist of games it produces to monitor for a trial period. Retainers 

have been sent to this company, but have not been signed. 



 

 

 

We are in negotiation with Media Protector, a German-based data monitoring company, 

who wish to place with us captured data for their clients. Discussions are ongoing; no 

contracts have been formalized or sent out. 

 

Media C.A.T. Limited, one of our clients, continues to grow its own client base. We are 

anticipating a doubling of copyright titles being monitored for and on behalf of Media C.A.T. 

Limited over the next twelve months. 

 

Separately I am in current and ongoing negotiations to work in conjunction with a law firm in 

America to monitor and work on captured data in the United States in relation to copyright 

in a significant number of copyrights in that territory. This will be handled exclusively in the 

United States. No clients have been signed and no contracts r retainers have been 

prepared. 

 

Letters of claim 

 

It is critical that correspondence referring to possible litigation is completely accurate.  

You will appreciate that consumers, in particular, who receive letters threatening 

litigation may well be very distressed and may make payments demanded even though 

they have no actual liability.  As such, there is a strong responsibility on solicitors in such 

circumstances to ensure that the information they provide in complex matters such as 

peer to peer file sharing is not misleading in any way.  

 

Please comment on the view that the letters of claim and other correspondence sent 

by your firm were incorrect and/or misleading in that they stated, amongst other things, 

that: 

 

• If the recipient did not provide an undertaking and pay compensation legal 

proceedings would be started within 21 days (whereas in reality only a handful of 

claims have been pursued through the courts); 

 

• an individual can be strictly liable for the illegal infringements of another, even 

where that individual has no knowledge of and has not facilitated that act of 

infringement (See paragraphs 263 to 264 of the CIAO Report); 

 

• an individual owes a duty of care to all owners of copyright material to ensure that 

their network is properly secured, and this could lead to a separate action against 

the individual (See paragraphs 287 to 289 of the CIAO Report); 



 

 

 

In light of the above do you agree that by sending out 11,367 letters of claim (as at 28 

April 2010) and other correspondence you have provided individuals with 

incorrect/misleading information contrary to your obligations under Rule 1.02, and 10.01 

Solicitors Code of Conduct 2007 (SCC 2007)? If you do not agree, please explain why 

and provide any documentary evidence in support of your response.  

 

ANSWER 

No letters state that proceedings will be issued unless that is our instruction and intention. 

None of our letters are misleading. 

 

My firm has been conducting this work for a little over a year. We are now in a position 

to issue claims in bulk and shall be doing so. It is possible and indeed may yet be our 

instruction to issue on every case that has not been compromised or dropped. Draft 

standard format claims with a series of merge fields have been finalised to enable bulk 

issue of significant numbers of claims. It is our intention to issue approximately 30-50 

letters before action each month from August 2010, against which every one of those 

cases that is not compromised or dropped for compassionate or technical reasons will 

lead to the issue of proceedings. That number is intended to increase and if appropriate 

we will engage agents to issue on our behalf, so that greater numbers can be pursued. It 

is simply wishful thinking on behalf of those who receive the letter and their lawyers, 

including in particular Lawdit, that no proceedings will be issued. They will be and in 

significant numbers going forward.  

 

It has always been my intention to issue proceedings if all other efforts to resolve the 

case falling short of litigation fail. The statements made in my letters are real and 

genuine. However, I have not stated that I will issue proceedings at any time (in my 

whole career) other than when it is my express intention and instruction to do so. 

 

The cases that are going to be issued in bulk seek two things, damages for infringement 

and/or an injunction preventing further repetition of the infringement. As a case issued in 

the Specialist Section of Central London County Court, and if defended they move to the 

Patents County Court, costs follow the event, irrespective of the size of the award, 

subject always to the discretion of the judge. 

 

As to the issue of “strict liability”, at no point have I said this, nor do my documents. 

Similarly there is no statement that an individual holds a duty of care to all copyright 

owners to secure their internet connection in any of the documents sent to alleged 

infringers. However, recent case law, both in England and worldwide, suggests that there 



 

 

is a positive obligation placed upon the holder of an internet connection and that, 

depending upon the circumstances, the holder of the internet connection can be held 

responsible if that internet connection is used in a manner that results in the breach of 

copyright. In a recently decided German case the Court determined that the account 

holder was liable for securing their internet connection and was required to meet the 

costs of the Claimant applying for an injunction to compel that to occur. Case law in the 

UK is also developing in a similar manner, which indicates that there can be a 

responsibility on the basis of express or implied authorisation by supply. I believe I am 

right to contact the account holders requesting clarification, as that our (only) starting 

point.  

 

It is no different from the police writing to the recorded keeper of a vehicle that was 

identified exceeding the legal speed limit with a Gatso speed camera. An enquiry is 

made of the registered keeper as to who was the driver of that vehicle. The police are 

correct in pursuit of their enquiry until they receive a satisfactory answer to the question 

as to who was driving at the time of the alleged offence. Similarly, my clients are entitled 

to expect to receive a cogent answer to the enquiry it has made of the internet 

connection account holder, as the starting point for our clients is – similarly to speed 

camera evidence – in possession of clear evidence of an act of infringement of 

copyright having occurred on that person’s internet connection. 

 

The recipient of our letters is under no obligation to respond, but if they choose to remain 

silent or even offer up a template letter, that we have received thousands of times, 

which says nothing about the individual circumstances of their case, then they must 

expect the matter to be pursued further including, potentially, the issue of proceedings. 

Denying a liability by use of a template letter, or not responding to an initial letter setting 

out the details of an infringement is one thing, but if and when our client issues a claim, 

as is its inalienable right so to do, then the defendant, as they then would be, is then 

under a primary obligation to respond and moreover, will be required to do so under the 

scrutiny of the court, with the additional burden of signing a statement of truth at the foot 

of any pleading or witness statement. And if that is the lengths our clients have to go to 

receive a response, then that is what, in appropriate circumstances, they will do. If after 

the issue of a claim the defendant chooses to say nothing, then naturally a judgment in 

default would be entered in the usual way. 

 

Please refer to Section H of the CIAO Report concerning examples of individual 

correspondence.  In particular, please refer to the quotes at paragraph 38 of the CIAO 

Report. Please comment on the view that: 

 



 

 

5.1. the letters of claim have caused distress and embarrassment to some individuals; 

 

5.2. the overall impression given by your letters of claim and supporting documentary 

evidence was overbearing and oppressive in nature with individuals describing the 

letters as “bullying”, “threatening” and “harassing”; 

 

5.3. some individuals (for example Mr Holgate) have paid the costs and damages, even 

though they were innocent of the allegations,  to avoid the embarrassment, worry 

and distress caused by ongoing correspondence with your firm; 

 

5.4. writing to individuals in the terms set out in the letters of claim was inconsistent with: 

 

• the duty to act with integrity under Rule 1.02 SCC 2007, 

• the duty to not act in a way which is likely to diminish the trust the public places 

in you or the profession under Rule 1.06 SCC 2007 and/or 

• the duty to not use your position as a solicitor to take unfair advantage of 

another person either for your own benefit or the benefit of another person, as 

set out in Rule 10.01 SCC 2007? 

 

When commenting, please provide a detailed explanation and any documentary 

evidence in support of your response.  

 

ANSWER 

5.1 I cannot speak for why someone feels distressed or embarrassed. The initial letter 

sent does not accuse anyone, nor does it demand anything. I cannot be held 

responsible for people misreading the letters. The letters are complex by the necessity of 

the detailed information that has to be imparted. We make it clear repeatedly in our 

letter, on our website and through the calls we receive that if the recipient of our letter is 

in any doubt about anything they can and should seek independent legal advice. 

 

I do not think that my clients’ ability to make the enquiry they make through the initial 

letter should be curtailed or restricted because my clients’ copyrights happen to relate 

to completely legal and legitimately available adult content material. If the infringement 

relates to that type of content then it needs to be afforded the same approach and 

process as any other copyright. The nature and type of content cannot be disguised or 

redacted in any way, as to do so would be confusing to the recipient of the letter and 

disingenuous to our clients whose material has – on the face of the evidence it has 

received – been infringed.  

 



 

 

Our initial letters are always addressed and marked strictly private and confidential. We 

do not publicise or broadcast the names of the people we write to or the detail of the 

content we are concerned with, except to the SRA and the Court, where appropriate 

and necessary to do so. We handle all data appropriately and are registered with the 

ICO under registration number Z186195X. 

 

5.2 This appears to be a statement of opinion, whereas the SRA report is meant to be an 

unbiased analysis. I do not regard the letters as bullying, threatening or harassing. 

However, we have been tasked with a job by a client, which includes the possibility that 

proceedings may be issued in appropriate circumstances. It is neither desirable nor 

beneficial to either our clients or the recipients of the initial letters we send to hide, 

disguise or sugar that reality. As litigators, we are able and indeed it is our responsibility 

to act robustly for our clients in their best interests. I do that, but within the parameters of 

the SRA code of conduct, the rules of procedure and the general observation of 

achieving justice, whilst acting politely, considerately and fairly to all we engage with at 

all times. 

 

5.3 This is a highly disingenuous comment, not based on any factual evidence. I will not 

make reference in this specific reply to the gentleman you have referred to, but make 

the following trite objective observations:- 

 

• Innocence, and – for that matter – guilt, are inaccurate pejoratives to use in a 

civil matter. The correct terms are liable or not liable. And liability is not 

determined by the person so pleading, let alone the person so accusing; in a 

civil action it is determined by a judge. A person can claim they are not liable, 

as many do. Such assertion by itself does prove the point. 

• The reason a person may enter into a compromise is to avoid a potentially larger 

liability and cost in the event that the case proceeds. That is how all 

compromises work. You accept a position, be it greater than you wish to pay, or 

less than you hoped to receive, to avoid the uncertainty of an outcome that may 

be determined by another. Many people enter compromise agreements 

believing they are not liable at all or settle at a sum far below what they believe 

they are entitled to, but that is the whole point of a compromise; to act as a 

bridge between conflicted parties. As an experienced employment lawyer, I 

can confirm that such agreements, often entered into by people through gritted 

teeth, are the cornerstone of employment litigation.  

• No one is obliged or compelled to enter into a compromise agreement, 

including, I should add, any of my clients. IT is not for me, the SRA or a court, for 

instance, to gainsay the right or reason of either party to a dispute to enter into a 



 

 

compromise for any amount for the settlement of any claim or for any reason. 

Unless the bargain reached is unconscionable or appropriated by fraud, mistake 

or misrepresentation, the rhyme or reason for a compromise agreement 

between people possessing a free will and capacity to contract is a matter for 

the parties to that agreement. 

• As stated above, our clients are not obliged to offer any form of compromise, but 

do so in an attempt to avoid costly litigation, which also carries its own inherent 

risks. The last recorded case of a file sharing litigation award of damages was for 

£6,000.00.  All of our clients presently make an open offer of compromise for a 

sum far less than that amount, typically £300.00-£500.00, depending on the 

media content and the individual client; they do so having weighed up the risks 

of litigation, the damage caused by the act of infringement and – above all else 

– in the spirit of achieving a satisfactory resolution without the expense and risk 

of litigation. 

 

In view of the distress which receiving a letter of claim is likely to cause to many people, 

particularly those who may have been caught up in the matter unknowingly or 

inappropriately, systems should be in place to deal properly and accurately with 

queries.  This includes those who perhaps do have liability but particularly to deal 

correctly with those who it appears should not have been written to or who do not have 

liability.  

Do you agree that: 

 

6.1. the letters of claim and “Notes on Evidence” discouraged people from calling the 

firm and gave the impression that matters could only be disputed via court 

proceedings? 

 

6.2. the statement in the Notes of Evidence that “further action for breach of copyright 

may result if any of the material provided with the letter of claim was reproduced” 

(for example on a website) could have prevented individuals from seeking advice 

from easily accessible sources such as internet forums? 

 

If you do not agree, please explain why. When responding I would refer you to your 

obligations under Rule 1 SCC 2007.  

 

ANSWER 

No, I do not agree to any of your propositions. We handle all cases with respect, care 

and diligence. We encourage people to contact us throughout our initial letter and on 

our website. Simultaneously, we repeatedly recommend that people should seek 



 

 

independent legal advice from a solicitor or Citizen’s Advice Bureau if they are in any 

doubt what to do. We respond to all correspondence; we follow up those who have not 

replied.  

 

Paragraph 271 refers to the statement in the Notes on Evidence that the Client’s “full” 

evidence had already been presented to and reviewed by the Court in obtaining 

disclosure of the individual’s details. Do you agree that this statement is misleading as it 

might lead the recipient of the letter to believe that the claim against them had already 

been decided by the Court, whereas in actual fact the court had only considered 

evidence relating to the disclosure of names and addresses. If you do not agree, please 

explain why. When responding I would again refer you to your obligations under Rule 1 

SCC 2007.  

 

ANSWER 

I disagree. Your proposition is both selective and takes the phrase out of context. What the 

notes on evidence actually says is:- 

 

“Full evidence of the nature of our claim against you is provided to the Court, which 

is then invited to order your ISP to disclose your contact details.” 

 

The wording used by use is correct, as it is referring to “ full evidence” of the “nature of the 

claim”, we are referring quite clearly to the substantial evidence submitted to court in 

support of a Norwich Pharmacal Order, not in relation to an individual case. The statement 

we make then goes on to restrict what we are referring to as the disclosure of contact 

details, and no more. Rule 1 of SCC 2007 has been observed and remains in tact in relation 

to this (and every other) issue raised. 

 

Media and wider public interest 

 

Paragraphs 302 to 305 refer to a sample of articles that have appeared in the media in 

relation to your firm’s actions in respect of copyright and peer to peer file sharing. Also 

paragraph 306 refers to the discussion about your firm’s actions in the House of Lords 

during the debate on the Digital Economy Bill. Do you agree that in pursuing instructions 

on behalf of your Clients in the manner described in the CIAO Report, you have 

provoked publicity which has diminished the trust that the public places in you and the 

legal profession, contrary to Rule 1.06 SCC 2007? If you do not agree, please explain 

why and provide any documentary evidence in support of your response. 

 

ANSWER 



 

 

I disagree. The focus of the SRA’s attention to the “publicity which has diminished the trust 

that the public places in you and the legal profession” should be placed upon the activities 

of Which Limited, the for profit organisation, and particularly its head of legal affairs, the 

solicitor, Dr Deborah Prince (year of admission to the roll 1994), who have for over a year 

consistently peddled, in my opinion, inaccurate and misleading information about my firm, 

my processes and my clients. Selective commentary, biased criticism and flawed 

arguments not backed up by any evidence have been the constant throughout their 

campaign against my firm.  

 

Dr Prince’s latest diatribe of inaccurate and misleading information was made on the 

television programme, “The One Show” on BBC1, which was broadcast on 27th July 2010. The 

following is a transcript of the interview with Dr Prince, (with my observations to her remarks 

in brackets, italics, underlined and in bold):- 

 

TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW GIVEN BY DR DEBORAH PRINCE  

APPEARING ON “THE ONE SHOW” ON BBC1 ON 27th JULY 2010 

 

GL: Deborah Prince the Legal Chief at Which? joins us now, and Deborah Max 

isn’t alone is he in getting this kind of letter? 

 

DP: Absolutely not.  I mean tens of thousands of letters have been sent out, 

possibly many, many, thousands, probably a hundred thousand. (Untrue. Dr 

Prince has made this figure up. She was at liberty before giving this interview 

to ask me how many letters had been sent to date, but did not do so. It is 

shoddy, lazy and completely misleading. The true figure is provide elsewhere 

in this reply.) I mean, we first became aware of it two years ago when one 

law firm was involved and now there are four law firms that we’re aware of. 

(I am only aware of three.) 

 

GL: And he was away as well wasn’t he.  This can happen when you computer is 
not even on. 

 

DP: Absolutely.  Absolutely.  We are constantly being told by these law firms that 

the rights holders that they act for are using technology which is patented, 

it’s completely reliable, it’s infallible.  You see a case like this and you just 

think but that can’t be the case. (This is misleading. It is entirely possible for 

the infringement to occur even when a computer is left unattended. An 

infringement can occur if a computer and/or router is switched on and 

connected to the internet and there exists a file sharing program on a 

switched-on computer connected to the internet the infringement can {and 

often does} take place. It does not require user input, merely a live 

connection to the internet and a file sharing software program on a 

switched-on computer connected to it. The data monitoring companies we 

use have been rigorously independently assessed and experts’ reports have 

been presented to court for EVERY application we have made for a Norwich 
Pharmacal Order. Dr Prince is aware of this and she has failed to produce 

any evidence that demonstrates the data we receive from our data 

monitoring companies is anything other than accurate – neither has anyone 

else) 

 

MB: Yeah.  And is this something that parents should be really concerned about 

because according to your statistics half of eleven to sixteen year olds have 



 

 

downloaded illegally.  Does that mean that the parents are going to be 

liable for that? 

 

DP: Well technically speaking under the law the parents won’t be liable as long 

as they don’t know what is going on, (Incorrect. It depends entirely of the 

circumstances of each individual case. Dr Prince’s statement is seriously 

misleading to members of the pulic who watched this interview. See: Polydor 

& others v. Brown & others [2005] EWHC 3191 (Ch) where a father was held 

liable for the infringement of copyright of the Claimant, even tough he 

claimed the infringement was carried out by one of his children, as he had 

let then use file sharing software for downloading audio files.) but that 

doesn’t mean that you can rest assured and sort of sit back and think I’m not 

going to worry. The fact of the matter is that the person who has illegally 

downloaded will be liable and really does it really make any difference if it is 
you or it is your sixteen year old son.  You still feel as though, or you still will be 

liable and you will end up coughing up at the end of the day. 

 

GL: So you get a letter, what should you do next? 

 

DP: The first thing you should do is make sure you read it properly and you don’t 

stuff it into a draw and you don’t pretend it is going to go away and you 

know hope that they won’t contact you again because if you do that then 

you do run the risk of being on the receiving end of a writ. You should most 

definitely respond to the letter, but respond to it in your own words, you 

know, don’t worry about legalese.  You know if you have been on holiday or 

if you have been at work (This is another misleading statement, see my 

comments above regarding unattended computers connected to the 

internet) or if you have just don’t even know what has happened just set that 
out in your own words but make it clear it wasn’t you and you haven’t done 

it. (This final statement is – to my mind – the most grotesque breach of the SRA 

Rules’ core duties by a solicitor I have ever witnessed. It is seriously 

undermining of and intermeddling in my clients’ legitimate right to pursue 

identified potential claims and fundamentally wrong on any analysis. What if 

someone has received our letter and has carried out the infringement? In 

such a case, how is it appropriate for Dr Prince – a solicitor – to recommend 

that such a person should lie in response to the allegation, for that is exactly 

what she is saying? What if someone considered the compromise offered in 

the letter received from my firm is, on balance, the preferable resolution to 

this matter, irrespective of whether or not they were liable for the 

infringement? Who is Dr Prince to direct that person to deny the claim, when 

there are many other serious considerations to be weighed up by the 

recipient of a letter from my firm? It may be for a range of different reasons 

that entering into the compromise agreement offered would be the best 

advice to give to an individual. This assessment can only be made either by 
the individual themselves, or by an advisor after careful consideration of all 

the facts and matters relevant to that person. Dr Prince, as a solicitor with 

obligations to the profession and the public generally {and moreso, given her 

role in Which Limited that presents itself as some sort of protector to the 

consumer}, should have replied to the question “what should someone do if 

they receive one of [my firm’s] letters” by simply urging people to seek 

advice if they were unsure of what to do, rather than say, as she did, “deny 

the claim”. It is the single most disgraceful breach of public trust I have ever 

witnessed from a solicitor. Her conduct in saying what she did in reply to that 

question was utterly reprehensible in my opinion.) 

 

GL: Thank you Deborah. 

 

MB: Thank you very much indeed. 
 



 

 

End of transcript. 

 

With the extent and level of inaccurate public condemnation by the likes of Dr Prince, it is 

little wonder why the SRA has received a large number of complaints; people listen to 

organizations such as Which Limited and have been misguided by that company and by Dr 

Prince in particular into believing matters are different from how they really are. 

 

Publicity of this type of legal process was inevitably going to arise, by virtue of the number 

of letters being sent out. However, the number of letters being sent out is merely a reflection 

of the number of identified instances of illegal file sharing of our clients’ various copyrighted 

products. Attached at APPENDIX 2 is a report into file sharing by the IFPI. 

 

I cannot speak for what people say about me or my firm; people are free to make any 

observation or express any opinion they wish. As for my role in the media interest and 

publicity, I wish to point out that I respond to every journalistic enquiry and take time to 

explain with care what I and my clients are trying to achieve. I have not avoided the press 

and have responded with a clear and detailed response to every credible enquiry made of 

me. I have never refused or declined to pass comment when invited to do so, unlike DL, 

who did exactly this. I have participated in dialogue on Radio 4, LBC Radio, the Guardian, 

the Sunday Express, and numerous other articles. I had a letter published in the Law Society 

Gazette (APPENDIX 3) and I have tried wherever possible to engage in public discussion to 

dispel myths and lies told about me, my firm and my clients. Contrary to the suggestion that 

I have diminished the trust the public places in me and the profession, on the contrary, I 

have done all I can to promote trust and clarify what it is I and my clients are doing. 

 

The mention of my firm in the House of Lords was an inevitable consequence of the debates 

in the House relating to the Digital Economy Bill. I wrote to the Lords Clement Jones and 

Lucas, both of whom spoke critically (and inaccurately) about my firm. I invited them to 

repeat their comments outside of the protection of privilege afforded to them in their 

chamber and set out in detail corrections to their statements, inviting their response. Those 

letters are at APPENDIX 4. I still await a reply. 

 

Criticism is not a bad thing and is to be embraced. To engage in discussion about 

something new and unknown is a welcome. By that discussion people can understand the 

nature and effect of the new and unknown process. And the measure of diminishment of 

trust is not by popularity; it is not by the pronouncement of rhetoric by a company such as 

Which Limited, or by lots of people who don’t like receiving the letters. Objective analysis is 

necessary. Popularity is not. Measured consideration of the practice and procedure is 

called for. Judgment by internet forum is not. 



 

 

 

Non-Contentious Retainer Letters 

 

Paragraphs 54 to 78 detail your firm’s relationship with each of the Clients and the 

information that your firm provided to those clients. The documents provided to the 

Clients included the “Retainer Letter for Non-Contentious Work”. 

 

These “Non-Contentious” retainer letters generally state that they include the 

preparation of the pre-action protocol letter of claim. You also confirmed during 

interview on 16 February 2010 that the “Non-contentious” retainer letters covered the 

sending and processing of the letters of claim as well as dealing with the responses (See 

Appendix 145, page 20).   

 

As discussed during the interview on 16 February 2010, Sections 58A(4) and 119(1) Courts 

and Legal Services Act 1990 (CLSA) refer to “litigation services” which include any 

services which it would be reasonable to expect a person who is exercising, or 

contemplating exercising, a right to conduct litigation in relation to any proceedings, or 

contemplated proceedings, to provide.  

 

Section 58 of the CLSA refers to a Conditional Fee Agreement as being an: 

 

“Agreement with a person providing advocacy or litigation services which provides for 

his fees and expenses or any part of them to be payable only in specified 

circumstances.”  

 

The “Non-Contentious Retainer Letters” state that your firm’s costs would be a 

percentage of the “Net Recoveries” (as defined in the agreements) and therefore only 

recovered in successful claims.  

 

By reason of Sections 58 and 119(1) CLSA, you have entered into a Conditional Fee 

Agreement with your Clients for the provision of “litigation services” as the “Non-

Contentious Retainer Letters” relate to “contemplated proceedings. As the non-

contentious funding agreements are Conditional Fee Agreements, they must also 

comply with the other provisions of the CLSA including Section 54(b) of the CLSA which 

states: 

 

(4) “The following further conditions are applicable to a conditional fee agreement 

which provides for a success fee –  

 



 

 

(a) … 

(b) it must state the percentage by which the amount of the fees which would be 

payable if it were not a conditional fee agreement is to be increased. 

 

In light of the above,  do you agree that: 

 

• you have failed to meet the requirements for a CFA as specified in S.58 CLSA as 

the Non-Contentious Retainer letter did not “state the percentage by which the 

amount of the fees which would be payable if it were not a conditional fee 

agreement is to be increased”; and 

 

• the “Non-contentious” agreements were therefore not a proper basis for 

demanding costs from third parties?  

 

If you do not agree, please comment and provide documentary evidence in support 

of your response. 

 

I would also ask you to comment on the view that the “Non-Contentious Retainer 

Letters” also set out that your firm will be paid a contingency fee as defined in Rule 24 

SCC 2007. Rule 2.04 SCC 2007 prohibits the use of contingency fees in contentious 

proceedings. Do you agree that you have acted in breach of Rule 2.04 SCC 2007? If 

you do not agree please explain why? 

 

 

I note that you have previously addressed these issues in your letter of 6 April 2010 

(Appendix 35).  However, I would invite you to comment further on this issue if you wish 

to do so. 

 

ANSWER 

I have nothing to add. The SRA is simply wrong on this point, as highlighted in my letter of 6th 

April 2010. 

 

Cost/Damages 

 

Paragraphs 102 to 121 of the CIAO Report discuss the basis upon which you calculated 

costs and damages in the peer to peer copyright claims. I note that you refer to the 

costs/damages as being a “compromise” figure and at paragraph 120 you refer to the 

purpose of the “compromise” figure as being to maximise revenue and act as a 

deterrent. Do you agree that no proper analysis of costs/damages was conducted in 



 

 

each individual claim and that by setting the level of damages in the manner you have 

described you have acted in breach of Rule 1 and Rule 10.02 SCC 2007? If you do not 

agree, please explain why.   

 

ANSWER 

I disagree. The analysis of the damages figure has been discussed above. The compromise 

amount, which varies from client to client and changes from time to time, is the sum our 

clients instruct us to accept. It is a fraction of what we believe would be achievable in court 

and the amount the client asks for is a matter for them, based upon their individual business 

requirements, the product that has suffered infringement and the ultimate amount a case is 

compromised at is determined by myriad factors, not least the willingness and ability of the 

person entering the compromise to pay. Please see my reply to 5.3 above.   

 

Conflict of interest 

 

I refer you to Rule 3.01 SCC 2007 and paragraphs 122 to 128 of the CIAO Report. Please 

comment on the view that: 

 

11.1. your firm had a vested interest in maximising recovery under the claims to increase 

your share of the firm’s income; 

  

11.2. this financial interest has influenced your approach to the claims and your 

independence and integrity; 

 

11.3. there is a conflict between your own interests and those of your Clients in that both 

you and your Clients are seeking to recover the maximum amount of costs and 

damages. 

 

ANSWER 

Respectfully, there is a fundamental misconception here. Any solicitor seeking properly to 

maximise the recovery of sums due to his client is acting as his professional rules and his 

client require him to act. To imply that there is a duty not to recover the maximum due is 

absurd. If it is inherently improper for a solicitor’s fees to be linked, in principle or amount, to 

the successful recovery of sums due to his client, conditional fee agreements would be 

impossible (according to your logic they would be improper) and I remind you of section 57 

of the Solicitors Act 1974 enabling (amongst other things) an agreement with clients that a 

solicitor should be rewarded by a percentage of recoveries. According to your logic 

something expressly authorised by statute would also be improper. The fact is that we 

pursue, in good faith, claims that were wholly meritorious on our instructions and on the 



 

 

evidence available to us. That is, with respect, what solicitors do. 

 

There is no question whatsoever of any impact on our independence or integrity; we have 

sought only to recover what, on the available evidence, is properly due to our clients. If you 

maintain otherwise please explain the basis, with evidence, on which you so allege. 

 

There appears to be a logical disconnection between 1.1 and 1.2, and 1.3. According to the 

first two points it would seem that you are suggesting that (in effect) we were trying too hard 

in our clients’ interests (which is wrong in fact but that seems to be the implication). 1.3 in 

contrast suggests that our interest in recovering costs was in conflict with the clients’ interests 

in recovering damages. You might first want to decide what you are alleging as the two 

theories conflict. 1.3 is unsupportable on the facts. Please explain how the basis of our 

retainer was, as you imply, inimical to our clients’ interests (incidentally, they do not think 

so)? 

 

Do you agree that there was a potential or actual conflict of interested between your 

firm, the Client and the “Monitoring Company” as the revenue was being shared three 

ways between your firm, the Client and the “Monitoring Company”? If you do not 

agree, please explain why.  

 

ANSWER 

I absolutely disagree. The monitoring company is engaged by the clients; what the clients 

decide to be suitable commercial terms to do is a matter for them. I do not interfere with 

their commercial arrangements with third parties; I have not been instructed to consider that 

arrangement or to advise on it; the clients (who I remind you have not complained) have 

negotiated that arrangement before I was instructed and can be taken to be well content 

with it. Further, there is nothing in commercial terms, which is unusual about that 

arrangement. If you maintain otherwise I would be grateful if you would say so and why. I 

see no conflict having arisen. This, like 1.3, appears to confuse two principles. There is in fact 

a coincidence of interests, not a conflict. All parties are paid by reference to the result, 

which in principle is absolutely lawful and proper (see my comments above on CFAs and 

section 57). If you are alleging a conspiracy involving all three parties you had better say so 

at this stage, and with complete clarity, and justify it. Otherwise I cannot make sense of this 

question/allegation. You ask me to explain why there is not a conflict, which I have done. 

However, perhaps you would be so good as to explain why you maintain there is one? I 

cannot work that out. Frankly, yet respectfully, you are just wrong. I look forward to reading 

your logic on this point. 

 

Litigation 



 

 

Please provide an update on the progress of the litigation cases referred to at 

paragraphs 153 to 159 of the report. Have you or do you intend to prepare/issue any 

other claims on behalf of the Clients? If so, please provide details including the number 

of claims.  

 

ANSWER 

I have answered this issue above. Please see my various replies covering this point. 

 

Legal Issues 

 

Do you agree that it would have been more advisable to have determined the legal 

issues surrounding the claims, for example the “wireless defence” issue before 

embarking upon the mass mailing scheme adopted by your firm? By failing to do this, 

do you accept that you have acted in breach of Rule 1 SCC 2007. If you do not agree, 

please explain why and provide any documentary evidence in support of your 

response. 

 

ANSWER 

No, I do not agree. My clients have suffered infringement of their copyright. Delay in pursuit 

of those identified infringements would prejudice my clients on many levels. Case law that 

has developed in the past 15 months has predominantly been decided the way our clients 

would wish and the way in which we believed it would. We are entitled to pursue our clients’ 

cases whatever the legal issues that remain to be determined. I would submit that it would 

be quite wrong of any solicitor to shy away from litigation because there is no pre-existing 

case law to follow. To do so would cause the development of case law to come to a 

grinding halt! 

 

The fact that people admit liability, enter into compromise agreements or otherwise accept 

that there is some level of responsibility demonstrates in itself that we were right to take the 

steps we have to date. Moreover, court cases decided here and around the world, coupled 

with an international drive at government level to eradicate illegal file sharing demonstrate 

the relevance and need for what we are doing on behalf of our clients. This field of work is 

commonplace in Germany and other parts of Europe. Over 25 law firms in Germany alone 

carry out this work routinely.  

 

The attached report includes details of comments which the Investigation Officer has 

recorded as being made by you.  Please confirm whether or not you agree that you made 

the comments recorded in the report.  If you disagree, please give details of how your 

recollection differs. 



 

 

 

ANSWER 

I agree that the comments and quotes of me recorded in the investigation report are 

accurate. 

 

The SRA has a duty to investigate this matter and I stress that no conclusions have been 

drawn at this stage. 

 

ANSWER 

Based on the report and the letter I am responding to here, it certainly does not seem that 

way. 

 

When the investigation is completed, however, the matter may be referred for formal 

decision and your explanation will be considered when deciding on further action.  If a 

decision is taken to institute disciplinary proceedings, your reply may be used in those 

proceedings. 

 

ANSWER 

Duly noted and accepted 

 

Please note that the SRA can charge for the costs of its investigations.  A direction to pay a 

charge will be enforceable against you personally as a debt due to the SRA.  For your 

information I enclose a detailed leaflet explaining our procedure.  

 

The SRA now publishes certain regulatory decisions and agreements on its website and 

these may also be disclosed by any other modern form of communication.  The SRA’s Policy 

Statement is available on our website (www.sra.org.uk).  

 

Please note that if you fail to provide a satisfactory explanation within 28 days, we may then 

decide to give formal notice in accordance with regulation 3.1(b) of the SRA Practising 

Regulations 2009.  Once notice is given, regulation 3 will have effect with respect to your 

next application for a practising certificate. This regulation requires you to give 6 weeks’ 

notice next time you apply for your practising certificate. Under the provisions of regulation 

3, the SRA has a discretion to grant or refuse a practising certificate or to grant it subject to 

conditions for the purposes specified in regulation 6.1. 

 

Once you have received a notice under regulation 3 or in other circumstances, the SRA 

may impose conditions on your current practising certificate or change or add to any 

existing conditions, under regulation 6 of the SRA Practising Regulations.   



 

 

 

Please note that pursuant to the group Consumer Credit Licence issued to the Law Society 

on behalf of all practising solicitors, the Society has a duty to refer cases to the Office of Fair 

Trading where it is found that there has been conduct which could warrant exclusion of the 

solicitor from the Group Licence.  Should this be considered necessary in this case, you will 

be given the opportunity to comment upon the suggestion or recommendation to that 

effect made in any report to an Adjudicator or Panel.  If a referral is made, the report and a 

copy of the decision will be sent to the Office of Fair Trading who will consider whether it is 

appropriate to exclude you from the Group Licence.  The papers and representations 

attached to the report may be sent at the request of the Office of Fair Trading. 

 

If there is a problem which you do not want to discuss with me, you can contact the 

Professional Ethics Helpline, in confidence, on 0870 606 2577.  You do not need to give your 

name if you wish to remain anonymous. 

 

I also enclose a leaflet for the Solicitors’ Assistance Scheme.  It provides independent 

advice to solicitors with professional or personal worries. 

 

I would also like to draw your attention to the help offered by Lawcare.  Further details can 

be found on their website (www.lawcare.org.uk). 

 

Please acknowledge this letter, and if you require further time in which to reply or you wish 

to discuss the matter generally I suggest you contact me; my details appear at the foot of 

this letter. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Ian Roberts 

Investigation Officer 

Casework Investigations and Operations” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PART IV 

COMMENTS ON REPORT 

 

I set out below, by reference to the numbered paragraphs my comments on the report. 

Save where expressly admitted or not admitted, or agreed, every assertion against me, 

my firm, or the processes I adopt is denied. Where no comment is made, it is not to be 

taken that I agree to the comment, merely that I have nothing further at this stage to add 

to what has been said (either by the person making the report, or by me or others where I 

and/or others have been quoted) in the relevant paragraph I refer to, or I have previously 

made comment on the matter and therefore do not wish to repeat a previously made 

point. 

 

Para. Comment 

1. - 

2. Miss Beale no longer runs any cases through ACS Law Solicitors. However she 

does from time to time act as a locum for me if I am away. 

3. Currently I employ 17 people, and I outsource my payroll process to a firm of 

accountants. The following is a chart of staff salaries, ages, job title and relevant 

qualifications:- 

Status Job Title Salary/rate Age Qualification 

Full Time Paralegal  £  8.50 per hour  25  Post-LPC  

Full Time Paralegal  £22,500.00  29  Post-LPC  

Part Time Paralegal  £ 11.00 per hour  24  Barrister   

Full Time Paralegal  £  8.50 per hour  25   Post-LPC  

Part Time Accounts  £27,500.00  50  Member ICLA  

Full Time Administrator  £18,000.00  45  N/A  

Full Time Paralegal  £  8.50 per hour  24  Part through BVC  

Full Time 

Senior 

Supervisor 

  

£25,000.00 55 

 1st class honours law degree (2010) 

+ 35 yrs work experience  

Full Time Administrator  £21,000.00  20  N/A  

Full Time PA  £30,000.00  37  18 years PA = post graduate  

Full Time Supervisor  £22,500.00  30   Post-LPC  

Full Time Manager  £25,000.00  30  Office manager - FSA qualified  

Full Time Administrator  £18,000.00  20  N/A  

Full Time Paralegal  £  8.50 per hour  25  Post-LPC  

Full Time Paralegal  £18,000.00  24  Part through BVC  

Full Time Paralegal  £18,000.00  23  part through LPC  

Full Time Paralegal  £  8.50 per hour  25  Post-LPC  
 

4. What we do is not speculative invoicing. It is file sharing litigation including pre-

action work that seeks to effect a compromise in an effort to avoid litigation, 



 

 

based upon credible evidence of an infringement of copyright, coupled with 

additional steps to secure undertakings from people we identify not to infringe 

the work or allow others to do so. Where appropriate we issue claims and will 

continue to do so in increasing numbers seeking damages for infringement 

and/or an injunction to prevent repetition of the infringement.  

5. In addition, I wrote to the SRA on 13th May setting out my involvement in the 

matter. See Appendix 2 of the SRA report. 

6. Agreed 

7. Yann Peifer is one of four authors and composers signed under identical retainers, 

all of which are members of the same band. 

8. Messrs Reuter and “Kopie” (actual name Eshuijs) are now clients; they are in the 

band with Mr Peifer. 

9. Projects in the US are still at an early stage. The Oscar winning film, has not yet 

come my way. 

10. - 

11. I have been considering and am in the process of finalising my individual 

response to each of the 326 complaints (notified to me for the first time in your 

report of 28th May 2010) where the complainant is identifiable by me from the 

information provided in your report. A full breakdown of my response to those 

individual complaints will be delivered separately in due course within two weeks 

of the delivery of this report. At APPENDIX 5 are all the responses I have received 

and replies I have given to MPs, or members of the House of Lords where 

appropriate (excluding those appearing earlier at APPENDIX 4). 

12. Slyck Forum has been littered with inaccuracies, unwarranted personal criticisms 

and threats against me and my staff, including a bomb threat. As I said earlier, 

you can call a chair a table a 1,000 times; it is still a chair. Every post on Slyck may 

cry foul, but true analysis of what my firm does and how it does it reveals that we 

are on side. You may as well read a forum on the performance this week of the 

England football team, for all the insight it gives. 

13. The bill referred to is now law, the Digital Economy Act 2010. 



 

 

14. Implementation of the procedures under the Act are under consultation by 

Ofcom. We have and are continuing to participate in that process. The legislation 

specifically excluded any reference to the type of work we do, as it is a pre-

existing remedy available to copyright owners. 

15. I refer to my opening Statement and earlier given remarks about Rule 1 (core 

duties) and rule 3.01 (conflicts). Rule 5.03 (systems) is covered later; the systems 

we have in place are rigorous and effective. Rule 10.01 (not to take unfair 

advantage) is strenuously denied and I refer to the remainder of this response 

and my comments elsewhere that demonstrate my denial and reasons for it. 

16. - 

17. The processes and procedures adopted by my firm are far removed from the 

simplistic and clunky approach adopted by DL (from what I have seen of it). 

Proper and adequate supervision has always been in place; an express invitation 

to people to contact us and a comprehensive and well thought out set of 

precedents and processes have been devised, far superior and more thoughtful 

than anything presented by DL. Above all, I, as a person with overall responsibility, 

sit in the same room as all my staff (except the few that work from home) and I 

supervise, guide and decide on what is to be done on a day by day, hour by 

hour and minute by minute basis. 

18. - 

19. - 

20. - 

21. - 

22. - 

23. - 

24. - 

25. We typically receive data captured over a 10-week period. The data monitor 

company collates far more information and data than just the IP address; they 



 

 

gather a significant amount of information from each identified infringement. 

26. I am glad to see that the SRA has recognised and understands the distinction, we 

repeatedly have to make that we are only interested in people who make the 

work available, i.e. upload, not download. 

27. We also work with NG3 Systems, Evidenzia and are in negoitiations with two other 

data monitor companies. 

28. - 

29. Wrong. It was four clients. Digiprotect was also transferred. 

30. - 

31. - 

32. - 

33. - 

34. My expertise also emanates from my experience as a senior solicitor, experienced 

litigator, including in relation to intellectual property matters. Only one person was 

transferred under TUPE. Others came over by invitation. 

35. Our precedents procedures and processes are under permanent review, being 

modified and changed to respond to changes in case law, requests from the SRA 

(though these have been few and far between, in spite of my repeated requests 

for insight as to what – if anything – the SRA think I am doing wrong). 

36. - 

37. That arrangement ceased by June 2009, as it was unworkable. All staff moved to 

London where we continue to reside (although now in larger offices). Printing of 

correspondence in bulk is now outsourced with Legastat Limited (specialist legal 

stationers in Carey Street, London WC2) and Formara Printers who specialise in 

secure and confidential print. 

38. - 

39. I was previously based in 18 Hanover Square, but moved to 20 Hanover Square, 



 

 

as more space was required. I have since taken a larger space in 20 Hanover 

Square.  

40. - 

41. I regard every case as an individual case and is dealt with as such. Naturally the 

initial letter we send out is broadly the same for each client and each recipient. 

Thereafter the case may vary depending on the response (or lack of response) 

given in reply. 

42. - 

43. ISPs also seek recovery of their reasonable costs for the provision of the data they 

search and supply. 

44. This is about to change and a challenge will shortly be mounted against one or 

more recalcitrant or exorbitantly expensive ISP. Presently, however, we apply for 

the data from particular ISPs as instructed by the clients. 

45. The letter of claim has over time (and from around July/August 2009) been 

modified. The current version can be found at APPENDIX 6. 

46. - 

47. An update of these figures has been given in my response to your letter of 28th 

May 2010. 

48. - 

49. The “wireless defence” is no longer acceptable and cases are no longer 

dropped for this reason. Every submission is considered, triaged and actioned 

upon, including dropping cases where necessary. Case law has developed that 

places the holder of an internet connection under a greater personal 

responsibility than a year ago. 

50. - 

51. I personally sign off every drop-claim request submitted to me by a paralegal, 

that I have not already personally dropped myself. I can produce – if required a 

full set of these papers. Each case dropped has a reason proffered for dropping 



 

 

and the name of the paralegal. If I approve the case for dropping I return the 

form signed and dated. The form is then uploaded onto the relevant database 

and placed with the individual case details. There are occasions when I write 

personally to people in response to either tendered payment that I do not 

accept, or where there are personal or delicate issues requiring an individualised 

reply. Several examples of letters I have sent and dropping claim forms are 

attached at APPENDIX 7. 

52. The number we have dropped is significantly higher than stated. The precise 

figure is not presently known, but is believed to be in excess of 300. Cases are 

dropped daily. This excludes cases that are “abandoned” by the client, in other 

words cases that have not been dropped due to a specific reason. The number 

of cases abandoned by our clients is nil. Accordingly every case not abandoned 

(nil), dropped (300 or so) or otherwise compromised remains a live case and 

potentially actionable, subject always to instructions from our clients. 

53. And many other letters, depending on the correspondence we are replying to. 

Added to this we now routinely send out a Fact Sheet. The latest version is 

attached at APPENDIX 8. 

54. - 

55. - 

56. - 

57. - 

58. …under my supervision. 

59. - 

60. - 

61. - 

62. - 

63. - 



 

 

64. - 

65. - 

66. - 

67. - 

68. These figures are subject to regular review. In the case of Mr Peifer, the 

compromise sum invited to be paid in the initial letter is presently £295.00. For 

Media CAT the sum is £495.00, down from £540.00 initially. The amount invited in 

the compromise is set by the client after consultation with me and my colleagues.  

69. - 

70. - 

71. To date we have not done so. 

72. - 

73. - 

74. - 

75. - 

76. On reflection, the NPO application could better be placed in the non-

contentious retainer, because applications are only issued presently that are 

consented to. However, we do envisage the possibility of opposition to the 

application, which has not happened by any ISP (only erroneously by a recipient 

of our letter who was represented by Messrs Lawdit. His application was dismissed 

and he was ordered to pay £1,000.00 in costs). I am unclear what point the SRA is 

making, as nothing turns on this. 

77. - 

78. In passing, I would add that Chief Master Winegarten agreed with this analysis at 

an application for a NPO on behalf of Media CAT. 

79. For this and up to and including paragraph 101, first, I stand by what I am 



 

 

correctly quoted as having said and I refer to the letter of 6th April 2010 that I 

wrote to the SRA and that is exhibited at Appendix 35 to the SRA report 

80. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

81. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

82. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

83. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

84. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

85. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

86. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

87. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

88. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

89. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

90. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

91. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

92. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

93. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

94. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

95. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

96. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

97. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

98. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

99. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 



 

 

100. See my reply given to paragraph 79 above 

101. I strenuously reaffirm and restate what I have said as recited in this paragraph 

that I am responding to. 

102. All three were billed on 10th June 2009, not 2008. 

103. I have provided an update of figures in response to the letter of 28th May. 

104. - 

105. The issue of the amount asked in compromise has been simplified from the 

perspective of the recipient of one of our letters. We state, as is precisely the 

case, that the sum offered in compromise is the amount our client is prepared to 

accept at this stage to bring the matter to a close. I would add the amount 

offered is an open offer, but if not accepted and the case is not dropped, is 

withdrawn prior to proceedings being issued and replaced by a CPR Part 36 offer 

at the same, higher or lower amount  

106. See my reply given to paragraph 105 above 

107. See my reply given to paragraph 105 above 

108. See my reply given to paragraph 105 above 

109. - 

110. - 

111. - 

112. - 

113. - 

114. - 

115. - 

116. - 



 

 

117. - 

118. We no longer issue a Part 36 offer in response to template letters. Ultimately 

unsettled cases that are heading towards issue will always have a Part 36 offer, at 

the same amount or higher or lower, depending on a variety of factors. Part 36 

offers are put to protect our client and as an additional incentive to the person 

we are writing to in order to avoid litigation (see my comments on this in 

paragraph 119 of the SRA report). 

119. - 

120. The anecdotal evidence appears less anecdotal and more empirical. Please see 

the letter dated 23rd July 2010 from Darker Enterprises Limited (a copyright owner 

subscribed to Media CAT) at APPENDIX 9. Also at APPENDIX 9 are letters from 

other clients or copyright holders who wish to express their views about the work I 

do on their behalf. 

121. - 

122. I have dealt with this point in the reply to the letter from the SRA dated 28th May 

2010 and refer you to the reply given there. 

123. I have dealt with this point in the reply to the letter from the SRA dated 28th May 

2010 and refer you to the reply given there. 

124. I have dealt with this point in the reply to the letter from the SRA dated 28th May 

2010 and refer you to the reply given there. 

125. I have dealt with this point in the reply to the letter from the SRA dated 28th May 

2010 and refer you to the reply given there. 

126. I have dealt with this point in the reply to the letter from the SRA dated 28th May 

2010 and refer you to the reply given there. 

127. - 

128. I have dealt with this point in the reply to the letter from the SRA dated 28th May 

2010 and refer you to the reply given there. 



 

 

129. - 

130. - 

131. - 

132. - 

133. - 

134. I am proud of the practice I run, the staff that are employed by me and the 

highly developed and sophisticated systems we have in place to deal with file 

sharing litigation. There exists a general staff manual attached at APPENDIX 10. At 

APPENDIX 11 is the File Sharing Business Processes Guide and File Sharing Process 

Manual. This is a document under regular review and modification. Mr Glen is 

now the Senior Supervisor; another person is also a supervisor, whose own work is 

supervised by Mr Glen. Our management structure is flexible but structured so 

that paralegals’ work is monitored, reviewed and approved at every stage. 

Precedents are used, and I have extensive input on individual cases and issues 

daily, as I am present in the office with the staff. 

135. The triage of types of case has been extended, but nothing turns on this, other 

than we have greater flexibility and control of the throughput of work. 

136. I also review all incoming correspondence with supervisors. This may seem 

daunting, but in fact with our triage processes it is manageable. It is by this 

process that cases identified for dropping early on is able to occur. 

137. - 

138. - 

139. Mr Glen’s experience shines through in the work that he does. He is meticulous, 

technically competent, thorough, considerate and compassionate. The other 

supervisor has less experience but an equally meticulous methodology and 

compassionate approach. 

140. Template responses make up about 35% of all letters we receive.  



 

 

141. - 

142. We review and consider every case on its own individual merits. 

143. I do not understand or accept the “judge and jury” point and it is not clearly set 

out in the report. ACS Law Solicitors do not stand as judge and jury for any aspect 

of what we do; we are solicitors who have a set of instructions to carry out and 

we do that within the SRA rules and rules of natural justice and courteously to all 

we encounter. We are not judgmental and do not pontificate. We simply do our 

job to the best of our ability. 

144. Our letters have been reviewed again and again and modified along the way. 

Ultimately, we have to be direct about the infringement that has been identified, 

and I make no apology for the clients I am proud to represent. Politeness is taken 

as read as far as I am concerned in the manner in which I and my employees 

conduct themselves. To my knowledge, I have never received a complaint about 

the conduct or attitude of any of my employees who are trained to be polite and 

implacable at all times. I am not aware of any complaint lodged suggesting that 

I have at any times been impolite. 

145. We have many more paralegals (DL had just 3). They are well trained and all well 

used to dealing with adult film titles, which are often quite astonishingly rude! I 

believe reference to turnaround relates to throughput of work, on which I concur. 

146. - 

147. - 

148. - 

149. In fact, to be precise we will write to the alleged infringer as many times as is 

reasonable and necessary to properly pursue the case and exhaust all other 

avenues falling short of litigation. In general terms that may be as few as three 

letters after the initial letter has been sent. This includes the sending of a Part 36 

letter. 

150. I stand by what I said in my email to Deborah Prince dated 25th May 2009. 

151. - 



 

 

152. By way of update, no relationship has been established with any other law firm. 

However, I now employ more staff and am able to handle many cases within my 

firm. I estimate that my firm can and will run approximately 500 cases a year. 

More cases will be passed to agents. 

153. - 

154. - 

155. - 

156. In reality, we can issue on any case that has not settled or been dropped. We 

identify particularly strong cases daily, mostly through open admission. 

157. - 

158. - 

159. - 

160. I refer you again to the report by the IFPI at APPENDIX 2 to this reply. 

161. Our claims now being prepared also seek additional relief by way of injunction 

against the Defendant to prevent repetition of the infringement in the future. 

162. It is incorrect to say we cannot identify this. We often receive evidence of a 

person making available repeatedly the copyrighted work, or a number of 

copyrighted works that we are monitoring over a period of time. However, this 

misses the point of the claim we are making even against a single infringement. 

Making the work available on a file sharing network makes it available to many 

people, either within a “swarm” at the time of monitoring and generally by 

making the work available to others in a P2P network, who by definition of their 

participation in that network can make it available to others. 

163. - 

164. I have previously outlined my serious concerns regarding Which Limited in my 

response to your letter dated 28th May 2010. See above. I do not recall that I said 

the concerns of Which Limited had been “resolved” at the meeting with Dr Prince 

and Ms Clarabut. However, I may well have believed that I had addressed all of 



 

 

Which Limited’s concerns, which I still maintain I did. 

Dr Prince’s comment that “[I] was not permitted to disclose details of the 

technology used…” should not be viewed negatively by the SRA. Those were my 

instructions.  

Her suggestion that I am “incorrect in law” that a duty of care can be established 

once someone is put on notice, is a legal argument and viewpoint I am entitled 

to and do believe. However, in fact I restricted the duty of care to the client 

whose copyright had been infringed. As it turns out, with recent case law and the 

Digital Economy Act 2010, I believe my analysis on this point is exactly right.  

Dr Prince is wrong yet again and being disingenuous to refer to the letters we 

send out as “demand” letters.  

165. - 

166. The another solicitor I was referring to was Nicola Beale who locums for me from 

time to time. Otherwise I am and remain the only solicitor in my firm. That is 

expected to change later this year, as I hope to recruit a full time solicitor of not 

less than five years’ call. Dr Prince need not apply for the post. 

167. These individual complaints are being considered where we can identify the 

person we have written to. The response to those complaints will be delivered in a 

separate document in due course. 

168. - 

169. Approximately 35% of all letters we receive is a template response.  

170. I have been considering and am in the process of finalising my individual 

response to each of the 326 complaints (notified to me for the first time in your 

report of 28th May 2010) where the complainant is identifiable by me from the 

information provided in your report. A full breakdown of my response to those 

individual complaints will be delivered separately in due course, within two weeks 

of the delivery of this response. 

171. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report, above. 

172. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 



 

 

173. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

174. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

175. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

176. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

177. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

178. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

179. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

180. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

181. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

182. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

183. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

184. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

185. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

186. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

187. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

188. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

189. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

190. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

191. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

192. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

193. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

194. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

195. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

196. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

197. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

198. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 



 

 

199. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

200. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

201. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

202. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

203. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

204. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

205. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

206. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

207. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

208. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

209. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

210. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

211. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

212. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

213. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

214. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

215. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

216. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

217. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

218. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

219. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

220. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

221. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

222. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

223. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

224. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

225. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 



 

 

226. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

227. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

228. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

229. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

230. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

231. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

232. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

233. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

234. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

235. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

236. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

237. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

238. I refer to my answer given to Paragraph 170 of your report 

239. - 

240. - 

241. - 

242. - 

243. - 

244. - 

245. - 

246. - 

247. We have subsequently clarified this insofar as it is the amount our client is 

prepared to settle for at [that] stage. And throughout, it is made clear that this is 

in relation to an offer to settle. There is no compulsion or obligation for anyone to 

enter into the compromise agreement. 

248. Please see the reply given to Paragraph 247. Further, the Letter of Claim we send 

has been revised slightly and now states:- 

“Kindly note that the amount our clients are seeking in compromise of the 



 

 

claim it may otherwise have represents only a small proportion of the 

damages that our clients believe they are rightfully entitled to claim from 

you.” 

Reference to costs has been removed and in any event the previous reference 

to costs was made within the context of why the offer of compromise was made 

in the sum it was. It was not a claim for costs, merely an illustration of the 

composition of the offer made by my client. I have simplified that by stating it is 

the amount our client is prepared to settle for at [that] stage. 

249. - 

250. I agree that is what the letter of claim did state. It has since been amended and 

now reads as follows:- 

“If neither the payment nor written undertakings are received within 

the time period specified above, we are instructed to take matters 

further which may ultimately include the commencement of 

proceedings against you, subject to receiving any submissions you 

may wish to make to us.  If it becomes necessary to issue proceedings 

against you, our clients will be seeking within such a claim an interim 

payment on account of damages (if judgment is obtained) and will 

request the Court to determine the level of total damages and costs 

which may be awarded against you and which will reflect the legal 

cost of taking proceedings, together with damages that fully reflect 

our clients’ loss.  In addition or alternatively to a claim for damages for 

infringement, our client may seek a permanent injunction against you 

preventing any repetition of infringement from your internet 

connection, the legal cost of which will be sought from you. The 

precise terms of any injunction applied for would vary depending on 

the circumstances of each case.” 

Here again it can be seen that we have refined and reworded the letter to state 

with greater precision the process that could follow. 

251. I have previously stated in this response that proceedings are to be issued in 

substantial numbers and a claim has been perfected for that purpose. I do not 

think there should be any rush to issue proceedings and I will continue to do all I 

can to avoid litigation wherever possible. 

252. We now routinely (and in all newly sent out initial letters) send out our Fact Sheet 



 

 

(see APPENDIX 8 to this reply) 

253. This wording has changed also. Mr Roberts and Ms Venn of the SRA helpfully 

pointed out that the letter did not expressly say people could call, although we 

have always received many calls and our telephone number was at the top of 

our letter and elsewhere within the letter. By email dated 19th February 2010 and 

timed at 18.01 hours, a couple of days after my meeting and interview with them, 

I wrote to Mr Roberts and Ms Venn as follows:- 

“Dear Ian and Helen, 

Further to my previous correspondence to you and our meeting of earlier 

this week, I have considered most carefully the observations you have 

made regarding the need to ensure people who receive from my firm a 

letter of claim are aware that they can contact my office. 

 

The original letter of claim did not make this clear, although the telephone 

number was at the head of the letter and I can confirm that we received 

and dealt with many incoming calls. I have a team of people trained to 

receive and handle calls relating to file sharing and a specifically 

designated number was established for this purpose. I stand by the original 

letter of claim. 

 

Later last year and prior to the current batch of letters of claim being sent 

out, I revised significantly the standard letter of claim (along with a number 

of other response letters and precedent paragraphs). In the revised letter 

of claim I made it clear that it was possible for people to call, although I 

went on to state that a response in writing would be preferable. The 

precise wording was:- 

“You may also contact us by email at info@acs-law.co.uk.  We also 

have a contact number, shown above; however, because of the 

volume of cases, which we are dealing with and because we 

cannot act on the basis of oral submissions alone from you, we 

would kindly request that any response from you be made in 

writing.” 

 

I stand by this second revised letter of claim. 

 



 

 

Upon reflection of your comments and observations, whilst I personally 

prefer my second version of my letter of claim, I am quick to acknowledge 

and accept the concerns you raised over this point and have amended 

further the letter of claim in respect of the contact options, to make it clear 

that we welcome people calling us if they wish. The revised wording is as 

follows:- 

“You may also contact us by email at info@acs-law.co.uk, 

whereupon your e-mail will be considered and responded to by 

post. Alternatively, should you wish to speak with someone at ACS 

Law Solicitors, please do not hesitate to contact us on 020 7193 2493 

(standard call charges apply) and you will be put through to a 

member of our file-sharing litigation team. At busy times you may be 

put through to a message service, but this is checked regularly and 

all calls will be returned as soon as possible.” 

This wording will be used (together with the small amendment that was 

required by Chief Master Winegarten) in all letters of claim prepared from 

Monday 22nd February 2010. I attach a copy of the new letter of claim. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Regards 

Andrew” 

 

A copy of this email appears at Appendix 126 to the SRA Report. 

The interview with the SRA in the week the above email was sent was the first 

(and I believe only) time that the SRA has provided me with any support or 

guidance on how best to operate this type of work. As seen from my email 

above, I was responsive and positive to their suggestions. I am able to identify 

many times when I have corresponded with the SRA on the issue of the file 

sharing work, repeatedly asking that if there was anything they thought I was 

doing wrong or that I should change, then I would carefully consider any such 

observations and where appropriate make changes. Other than the guidance 

referred to above, in spite of my repeated requests for support, guidance and 

clarification, the SRA has offered me no such support. I regard it as lamentable 

that they have failed to do so if the SRA harbours concerns about what I or my 

firm is doing The SRA has failed to provide such guidance and support to correct 

areas that they believe need addressing.  



 

 

Nevertheless, and for the avoidance of any doubt, I have stated all along and I 

restate here, that I believe everything I am doing and have done in connection 

with the file sharing litigation work is fully compliant and absolutely correct. I 

always have and always will conduct the work I carry out as a solicitor with total 

dedication, great care, considered compassion and complete integrity.  

254. - 

255. The current version of the letter of claim is attached to this reply at APPENDIX 6 

256. Intrinsically this is agreed, but there are differences here and there, mostly in 

connection with the type of product we are concerned with. 

257. - 

258. I refer you again to APPENDIX 6 where you can see how the initial letter has 

changed. 

259. - 

260. - 

261. And see my reply to Paragraph 253 of the Report by the SRA, above. 

262. Our call handling abilities have gone from strength to strength. I run a sizeable 

team of well trained paralegals and we have enough staff to deal with the calls. 

When we have a large mail-out (which we try to limit to batches of 2,000 letters at 

a time) the calls increase significantly for a few days and then die down. When 

this occurs not all calls are answered, but left messages are quickly returned. We 

have rigorous systems in place to ensure this process is followed methodically. 

263. - 

264. - 

265. - 

266. As per my comments in reply to Paragraph 250, above. 

267. - 

268. - 

269. - 



 

 

270. Our Fact Sheet (APPENDIX 8) that we now routinely send our provides additional 

information, in a readable and clear manner. It is also a tangible document that 

can be considered over time, which I believe is more useful than scanning 

through web pages. 

271. See also my reply to the same point raised in the letter of 28th May 2010, (below 

question 6). 

272. - 

273. - 

274. - 

275. - 

276. This section has since been reworded by reason of the comments made by Mr 

Roberts and Ms Venn – see also my reply to paragraph 279 below. The section 

now reads as follows:- 

“The sum of money claimed in our original letter to you is not the amount 

that would be claimed in the event that our client commences 

proceedings against you. In our opinion and that of our clients, damages 

and costs are likely to be much greater than that sum. It is the sum that our 

client is prepared to accept (on this occasion only) by way of settlement 

to help defray its costs and losses if you are additionally prepared to give 

the undertakings sought and sent to you in our original letter. If you are not 

prepared to accept that offer, or if you are in any doubt whatsoever 

about what to do, then we suggest that you seek independent legal 

advice from an appropriately qualified solicitor or Citizen's Advice Bureau 

as a matter of urgency.” 

277. - 

278. - 

279. In response to Mr Roberts’ concern raised over this particular issue, though not 

referred to in the SRA report, I have changed the wording at the foot of the 

“Notes of Evidence” and it now reads as follows (the bold and block capitals are 



 

 

as they appear on the website):- 

“Use of Our Documentation 

Finally please note that the information and documents contained in this 

letter are the copyright of ACS Law.  Any unauthorised use, e.g. posting on 

websites and fora, will render the persons responsible liable to ACS Law for 

copyright infringement, in addition to any liability which may be owed to 

our client for the same. Further action, in addition to that contemplated in 

this letter, may result. However, you are not prevented from providing 

copies of this documentation to anyone from whom you are seeking legal 

advice and indeed we would encourage you to present as much 

documentation as you can to whoever you may choose to seek legal 

advice from. 

IF YOU ARE STILL IN ANY DOUBT ABOUT WHAT TO DO YOU MAY SPEAK WITH 

A MEMBER OF OUR FILE SHARING LITIGATION TEAM DURING OUR NORMAL 

OPENING HOURS OF 9:30AM TO 5:30PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY ON 020 7193 

2493 (STANDARD CALL CHARGES APPLY) WHEREUPON A MEMBER OF OUR 

STAFF WILL BE PLEASED TO ASSIST WITH ANY QUERIES YOU MAY HAVE. 

ALTERNATIVELY, WE URGE YOU TO OBTAIN INDEPENDENT LEGAL ADVICE.  

© ACS Law Solicitors 2010” 

The above change to the website – and several other changes – were made in 

direct response to the comments and observations by Mr Roberts and Ms Venn, 

which I welcomed. I notified them by email of 22nd February 2010 timed at 11.53 

hours of these changes. I wrote:- 

“Ian and Helen, 

Further to my recent emails, and following our meeting last week, I have 

spent the weekend reviewing my firm’s website. 

The website as established was clear, balanced, informative and 

accurate. However, I have taken careful note of your concerns and as a 

result of the matters you have raised I have changed various aspects of 

the website to reflect the comments and observations you have made. 

Please feel free to visit the site to see the changes made:- 

            www.acs-law.co.uk 

Regards 



 

 

Andrew” 

280. - 

281. - 

282. - 

283. - 

284. Legislation, case law and a properly constituted court determines how a case is 

to be decided. Thankfully for us all, it is not Which Limited. 

285. Our position on this point is changing as a result of recent case law and will 

continue to change, wherever necessary, as new case law is made. As stated 

previously in my reply to the SRA herein, I believe I can issue on any case I 

currently have that has not settled, been previously compromised by agreement 

or otherwise dropped for reason, seeking damages and/or injunctive relief. I 

believe current case law is on my clients’ side. I may be wrong, but that is the 

advice I have given to my clients at present and that view is my honestly held 

belief and professional judgment arrived at to the best of my ability. 

286. The wireless defence is a dead duck, as far as I am concerned 

287. - 

288. Ms Michaels provided general advice on instruction from DL, not me, and – as far 

as I can tell – to DL, not any specific client. I do not seek to rely on her advice. To 

do so would be perverse; she owes neither me nor my clients any duty of care 

under that advice and I could not usefully rely on it to provide any advice to my 

clients in turn. She is not retained by me for any work, though she did attend one 

application for a Norwich Pharmacal Order that a recipient of my letter attended 

with representation from Lawdit, where that person’s application was dismissed 

with an order for costs of £1,000.00. I have no plan to retain her in the future. 

Other than what I have said above, it would be inappropriate for me to pass 

comment on the advice of a barrister delivered to neither myself, nor a client of 

mine. Further, in light of what I have said, I fail to see the relevance to me of an 

advice made by someone unconnected with me or my firm to a third party, also 

unconnected to me or my firm. Accordingly, I fail to see why the SRA has chosen 



 

 

to make reference to it to me. 

289. - 

290. I comment about Which Limited extensively earlier in my responses. I have 

nothing additional to add in reply to this paragraph. 

291. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above.  

292. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

293. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

294. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

295. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

296. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

297. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

298. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

299. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

300. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

301. I refer to my replies given in response to paragraphs 284, 285 and 288 above. 

Additionally, it appears from the remark made by the SRA in this paragraph they 

it is seeking reliance on the advice of Ms Michaels. For the reasons stated in reply 

to paragraph 288 above, I respectfully regard such reliance by the SRA as unwise 

and inappropriate.  

302. I have provided a response to the issue of Media Interest in my reply to the letter 

of 28th May 2010, above. Please also see APPENDIX 12, which is an article written 

by Catherine Baksi and appeared in the Law Society Gazette on 11th March 2010. 

At the foot of this report are a variety of interesting comments, some highly 

relevant to this investigation, others neither interesting, nor relevant. 

303. - 



 

 

304. - 

305. The overriding issue that is generated by the media interest is that illegal file 

sharing is crippling our creative industries and will continue to do so unless active 

steps are taken to minimise and eradicate it. My firm is a small manifestation of 

what active steps can be taken and for the clients I am fortunate enough to 

represent it is very much appreciated by them.  

306. Please refer to APPENDIX 4 attached and my reply to the letter of 28th May 2010, 

above, under the heading “Media and wider public interest” 

307. And at APPENDIX 3 attached. 

308. - 

309. The case of Ms Martin has nothing whatsoever to do with me. I do not know her, I 

have never met her and I am not familiar with her case. I do not understand the 

relevance or premise of the reference to Ms Martin in the SRA Report. Can 

someone enlighten me please? 

310. I reaffirm my remarks quoted in this paragraph and would add additionally, that 

over the past 15 months both I and those employed by me, together with the 

letters we write, the calls we handle and the systems we operate have got better 

and better. That is how it should be. We continually strive to improve what we do 

and how we do it. We give our best to what we do. Thank you. 

 

 

Signed…………………………………… 

 ANDREW J. CROSSLEY 

 PRINCIPAL 

 ACS LAW SOLICITORS 

 

Dated this 30th day of July 2010 

 


